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2, medical imaging software with powerful interface and high performance. HI END mid-range stereoscopic system from Actiontek.
Lightweight, compact and very easy to use, the HIS Scan 5000 Action Zoom system from ROBOT Technologies. How to choose and purchase
an optical scanner Traktor.by has been successfully operating in the medical goods market for more than 5 years, having established itself as a

reliable partner for those who are looking for high-quality and reliable optical equipment. Our main task is to provide any buyer with affordable
prices, high speed of service, timely warranty and post-warranty service. Thanks to an individual approach to each client and the constant

updating of our range, we always offer the best products that meet the current state of the medical equipment market. In our catalog you will
find many models of any optical systems and the complete set necessary for their successful operation. Advantages of our specialists: â€¢ Our

specialists are able to advise you on all emerging issues and give professional advice on the selection of the necessary equipment, as well as make
free delivery of goods for you. We carry out delivery by our transport throughout the Republic of Belarus. â€¢ We care about our customers, so
all products presented in our store have detailed specifications, photos and videos. If you did not find the necessary information on the product,

or decided to contact us, please call: +375 29 591 59 00, +375 44 788 46 86. We are sure that buying goods in our online store will give you
pleasure. We will be glad to see you among our clients! Good vision is not only eye health, but also beauty and elegance. Learn how to use them

correctly, and we will help you with this! This form is intended only for ordering a callback from the manager. If you use the feedback form,
you will be contacted as soon as possible. Be sure - we will answer all your questions and help you make the right choice! Leave your contact

details: Features, functions, benefits and scope: Ocular eyepiece for observation and work with a scanning device. Professional quality
camcorder with built-in image processor. System for transmitting a video signal to a monitor via an Ethernet connection. Display real-time

information over the EtherNet network. Tonearm: yes (15Â°) (target-to-operator range 90 meters
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